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Where To Start:
Options for Phasing In Public Plans

Jeanne Lambrew, PhD
Senior Fellow, The Century Foundation

• Challenges of “big bang” 
    approach:

o Size of the system
o Vested interests
o Fear of change

• Why phase-ins matter:
o Could lead to 

retrenchment
o Could stall



1. Where Private Plans End
•Options: Start in underserved areas with few to no 

choices (e.g., Medicare X, fallback options)

• Pros:
o Fills gaps in affordable options 
o Previously embraced by Republicans (Part D, Snowe trigger in 2009)
o Could create support for more general availability

•Cons:
o May be more work than is needed – could, for example, have private plans 

pay providers at Medicare rates
o Could prevent private plans from entering these areas
o Would introduce a public plan in mostly red states



2. Less Old Next
•Options: Midlife Medicare

•Pros:
o Lowers age eligibility for a popular program to 50
o People age 50 to 64 have lower average costs than seniors but higher 

average costs than private plan enrollees
o Allows more of a pure Medicare extension

•Cons:
o Highlights differences in benefits in Medicare and private coverage, 
o forcing hard choices
o Helps the least uninsured and highest average income age group
o Could be subject to the scare tactics of “messing with Medicare”



3. Make It A Choice
•Options: House version of the ACA, 
                 Medicare Part E Medicaid buy-in

•Pros:
o Lets individual and/or employers choose rather than setting eligibility rules
o Could stimulate competition and value in private plans
o Allows for a natural rather than forced transition

•Cons:
o Hard to design to allow for unbiased choice without undermining benefits 

of public plan 
o Could result in private insurers pulling out of markets
o Requires regular policy adjustments (which are difficult in a polarized 

political environment)



4. Go Where The Money Is
•Options: Medicare for people with disability, public 

reinsurance for private plans

•Pros:
o Helps make ACA’s integration of people with pre-existing conditions into 

private plans more affordable
o Allows people to “keep their plans”
o Builds on a respected role for government: helping those with extreme 

needs

•Cons:
o Public benefits are invisible, undermining political sustainability
o Replaces private reinsurance which some employers may prefer
o Use of Medicare payment rates here (as in other plans) could engender 

opposition from physicians and hospitals
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Health Care Reform’s 
Disability Blind Spot

Harold Pollack

University of Chicago School of Social Service 
Administration

Century Foundation



Roadmap
•Recent tragedies

• Some reasons and signs that American disability 
policy as a complicated mess

•ACA’s blind spots

•What next for 2020?
• The case for ambition
• The case for caution
• Senator Sanders’ interesting move

• Incremental improvements

•The long game



Imagine you were Mariam Pare 



A window into America’s disability 
mess.
•Disability barriers

• SSI $2,000 countable asset limit
• SSDI two-year Medicare waiting period
• SSDI SGA restrictions on gainful employment

•ACA tried to help
• Medicaid expansion, which assists many people with 

disabilities who do not/cannot participate in SSI or SSDI

• Money Follows the Person, Balanced Incentive Program, 
etc.

• Failed CLASS Act
• Lost opportunity on many incremental fronts



What next?
• Disability community 

• Rather peripheral to original ACA fight, with distinctive political 
interests not universally shared in ACA coalition

• Played central role in defending ACA and Medicaid, earned seat at the 
table 

• But…disability policy as costly and complicated as the rest of ACA.
• Looming LTC issue
• What to do with fifty years of Medicaid wiring
• Money and complexity

• Sanders’ plan addresses SSDI waiting period, leaves state Medicaid 
disability services surprisingly intact. So do others.

• Administrative simplicity, programmatic boldness
• Specific, simple, and important measures such as SSI limits. ABLE Act.
• Setting stage for what is to come.
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Eligible and Enrolled
Addressing Non-Financial Barriers to Coverage

Ellen Montz



Will Lower Premium/Higher Quality 
Options Generate Full Insurance 
Coverage?

Evidence suggests that even at zero premium, uninsured will remain 
• 27% of the uninsured are eligible for Medicaid or CHIP (KFF 2016)
• 70% of subsidy eligible-uninsured able to purchase a Bronze plan at zero 

premium or less than the cost of the individual mandate penalty (KFF 
2017)

Does going uninsured despite financial accessibility suggest 
individuals do not want insurance?

• Evidence suggests individuals value insurance 
• Take-up in employer market and Medicare Part B is high
• Outreach and education efforts improve enrollment 

https://www.kff.org/uninsured/issue-brief/a-closer-look-at-the-remaining-uninsured-population-eligible-for-medicaid-and-chip/
http://files.kff.org/attachment/Issue-Brief-How-Many-of-the-Uninsured-can-Purchase-a-Marketplace-Plan-for-Less-Than-Their-Shared-Responsibility-Penalty
http://files.kff.org/attachment/Issue-Brief-How-Many-of-the-Uninsured-can-Purchase-a-Marketplace-Plan-for-Less-Than-Their-Shared-Responsibility-Penalty


Policy Options– Active Enrollment
Outreach and Education 
(e.g., advertising campaigns, enrollment assistance)

• Pros: Promotes informed decision-making by consumers, proven effective 
• Cons: Diminishing returns to investment

Administrative Simplification (e.g., greater data sharing, eligibility 
simplification)

• Pros: Reduces hassle costs of eligibility determinations for consumers
• Cons: Could require large administrative/programmatic investments with 

limited information on impact 

Individual Mandate and Individual Mandate Penalty
• Pros: Administrative infrastructure exists, evidence for                  

effectiveness, scalable 
• Cons: Has been unpopular



Policy Options– Passive Enrollment
Automatic Enrollment-- uninsured individuals are identified through data 
and automatically enrolled
          Pros:

• If implemented and administered effectively, could provide 
insurance protections for the greatest number of individuals 
with risk pool improvements  

• Successfully used for health insurance enrollment outside the 
United States and for other benefit enrollment in the US (e.g., 
retirement accounts, Medicare)

       Cons:
• Difficult to administer, even for the federal government
• To prevent imposing unexpected premiums, the default 

enrollment plan could either require high consumer 
cost-sharing or taxpayer funding



Policy Options– 
Active and Passive Hybrids

Program Synergies (e.g., use of existing and expansion of 
express lane and presumptive eligibility options)

• Pros: Relies on existing program structures and/or eligibility 
determinations, proven effective in Medicaid/CHIP, often provides 
insurance to those most in need

• Cons: Relies on sometimes unpredictable interactions with public 
programs or the health care system, not easy to adapt to 
Marketplace coverage given different eligibility rules and income 
ranges



Conclusion
• Expanding public plans or hybrid public-private plans alone will not 

eliminate the uninsured

• Meaningful policy options for decreasing the non-financial barriers to 
enrollment exist and are not mutually exclusive

• Policy makers should consider:
• Balancing scope with administrative feasibility
• Balancing consumer protections with consumer and government 

costs
• Promoting market risk stability
• Giving individuals the opportunity to make active choices

• Recognize that policies to increase enrollment will likely increase 
federal/state budget costs, despite some offsetting savings
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